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this platform to find the guy or girl of.Q: MySql Change Table Settings I'm using the Amazon EC2 service and installing MySql on it The entire plan is to setup multiple instances of MySql that runs all
different applications that could be acquired and run on different machines I'm using CentOS 5.5 64bit with APT-PPA repository enabled This setup works great except for a few things In the default install
of MySQL the max_heap_table_size is set to 52428800 Which I'm guessing is the upper limit of the physical memory available Even when I change that variable to a higher value I still get the error out of

memory error 1) Is there a way to change this limit to something higher than the physical memory available? Or 2) Can I add variables to my mysql.cnf that will allow me to increase the max_heap_table_size
variable? A: From the docs: Note that setting the max_heap_table_size variable in the MySQL configuration file to a value that is greater than that available in memory can be dangerous; it may cause the
server to consume so much memory that it is killed. This makes it sound like its not a supported scenario. You may be able to create another instance of MySql on the same EC2 instance with a different

max_heap_table_size, provided you ensure the data from the first instance is backed up regularly. Q: Call for an app on the App Store I bought an application named "m3u tool" on the app store and forgot
the password of the app. I tried to generate a new code but it did not work. Is there anyway for me to reinstall the app without going to apple? thank you. A: Contact your Apple Developer Account,
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